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Hi everyone! My name is Bora Demir and I will be your vice president for the United Nations                  
Human Right Council at this conference. I am an 11th grader at TED Ankara College. My MUN                 
journey started when I was in 9th grade, so this is my third year as a MUNer. I have participated                    
in many conferences during my journey mostly as a delegate. I was mostly a delegate in                
committees of SOCHUM, UNHRC and ECOFIN and I can say that immigrants and             
socio-economic problems are my areas of interest. I was a delegate in the first BIGMUN Online                
Conference last year and it is an honor to be one of the chairs in this wonderful and prestigious                   
MUN conference today. I hope, and I know, this conference will be fun, exciting, memorable and                
admirable one. Looking forward to meeting you all! See you all at the conference!  

  

Introduction 

Immigration and immigrants are not a new issue for the world. Throughout history, many              
immigrants migrated to other countries with hopes of new lives and opportunities. Europe and              
North America are the most affected regions in the world, therefore some frictions between the               
governments and immigrants occur frequently. Even though immigrants were usually welcomed           
by these nations and seen as an important part of the workforce of the country in the past,                  
nowadays, they do not get the rightful treatment they deserve. The biggest treatment that most               
of the immigrants do not get is citizenship. Not being able to get citizenship pushes immigrants                
into low standards of living since they are not considered as a part of the country and cannot                  
benefit well from social services. Not being granted citizenship also keeps them on the run and                
prevents them from getting education, having a secure place that they can call home and               
access to healthcare, which are basic human rights. On the governments’ perspective,            
integration of immigrants into society costs money and can cause unrest among society for              
some reasons. Although integration of immigrants is harmful for the economy and the             
government itself in the short term, it should not be forgotten that integration of immigrants into                
society via granting them citizenships is beneficial in long terms because of their workforce              
potential. Also, you should keep in mind that if governments grant citizenship to immigrants, it               
will have an additional tax income from them since they will be now on citizens of that country                  
that should pay taxes. All in all, there are advantages and disadvantages of granting immigrants               
citizenships. Our goal as the United Nations Human Rights Council is to find a solution that                
would be both beneficial for the immigrants and the governments with respect to Human Rights. 

 

Definition of Key Terms 

Human Rights: Human rights are the basic rights and freedoms that belong to every person in                
the world, from birth until death. They apply regardless of where you are from, what you believe                 
or how you choose to live your life. They can never be taken away, although they can                 
sometimes be restricted 



Immigrant: A person who travelled from a country to another in order to live permanently in that                 
country for some reasons.  

Citizenship: The position or status of being a citizen of a particular country 

Ghetto: It is the part of a city where living conditions are not so suitable and there is a lack of                     
social services; these areas are mostly occupied by minority groups. 

Workforce: Workforce of a country defines the country’s potential human resources to sustain             
the functions of industries, farms, etc.  

Social Services: Government services provided for the benefit of the community, such as             
education, medical care, and housing 

Visa: An endorsement on a passport indicating that the holder is allowed to enter, leave, or stay 
for a specified period of time in a country 

HDI (Human Development Index): The Human Development Index is a statistic composite 
index of life expectancy, education, and per capita income indicators 

GDP per capita: The amount of income a citizen gets per year. 

Far-right: It is the term to describe ideologies which favor an absolutist government with radical 
ideas and using its power to support/strengthen an ethnic group or religion and suppress other 
ethnic groups and religions. 

 
 

General Overview 

Why Were Immigrants Important In The Past? 

Throughout history, attracting immigrants was an important part of countries' policies for many             
reasons. Such reasons were increase in population, knowledge sharing, and increase in            
potential population growth, potential workforce and manpower. Especially North American and           
European countries followed such policies mainly because they needed workers for their farms             
and factories. North American countries promised these immigrants freedom and equality           
among society while Europeans promised them job opportunities, houses and a new page for              
their lives. They promised a lot different things, but one thing was in common. None of these                 
promises were actually true and promised actions were never taken. Problems we are facing              
with immigrants now have origins back in those days. Since then, these problematic issues              
between governments and immigrants have been ignored and therefore, these problems           
accumulated. Granting these immigrants citizenship was one of the promises that were made             
and is a solution for most of the problems that governments face today. 

Humanitarian Aspect of the Issue 

Most of the immigrants that are not granted citizenship have to live in ghettos or slums because                 
they do not have money and cannot earn it since they are not granted citizenship and not                 
allowed to work in any area of business. This creates a humanitarian problem. Both because               
they are not considered as citizens of that country and cannot earn money in legal ways. This                 
situation prevents them from getting basic healthcare, basic education opportunities, proper           
houses that are suitable for living, basic security services, nutrition and clean water supplies. All               
of these should be accessible by everyone since all of these are basic human rights. Because of                 
the lack of these crucial facilities, thousands of people have to live on the edge of death. Tenths                  



of people die every day in these ghettos because there is nearly no security and health care.                 
Granting citizenship and increasing integration efforts can solve these problems nearly by itself,             
however, this process has both advantages and disadvantages both in economic and political             
ways. Despite the dilemma between advantages and disadvantages, it is certain that some solid              
decision should be taken as soon as possible, since the situation is getting worse and worse.                
Every year means generations, and every day means lives lost or saved. 
 

What Are The Advantages? 

Granting citizenships to immigrants has lots of advantages for both the governments and             
immigrants. First of all, it creates a healthier environment for administration. When you give              
someone citizenship, it means that you consider this person as a citizen of yours and you enter                 
their data to your database and you will be able to track or know where they are. With such                   
information, a government can make right decisions, will have a better idea of the population               
and necessities of where that person lives and can provide necessary services to that person.               
Secondly, if governments grant citizenship to immigrants, they will be able to adjust their              
budgets better and will minimize any budgetary problems that may occur, especially in places              
where immigrants with no citizenship are the majority. Thirdly, granting citizenship to immigrants             
will make their lives in that country legal, thus decreasing the rate of crimes in such areas. Since                  
such immigrants are not considered to be a citizen of that country, they usually face enormous                
problems with finding jobs. However, in order to survive, they should earn money. This situation               
leads them to take illegal actions, which causes crimes in that area to increase. Granting               
citizenship to immigrants and creating a healthy environment for them to find jobs is also               
beneficial for employers and companies/industries. With immigrants being legalized, employers          
can employ these immigrants and can potentially increase their overall income while also             
paying these immigrants wages with which these immigrants can build bright futures for             
themselves. It is a win-win situation for immigrants and workers. Furthermore, if you grant              
citizenship to an immigrant, they will now be considered as a citizen of your country and thus                 
must pay taxes to the government. So by granting immigrants citizenship, the government can              
have both a better understanding of the situation of the immigrants and income from them.               
Finally, because such immigrants are not granted citizenships and they are forced to live an               
illegal life, their living conditions are not healthy or suitable mostly in any aspect. In most of the                  
cases, these immigrants have to live in slums where there are no proper electricity, water               
supply, and infrastructure, healthcare, police officers and education opportunities. When you           
grant immigrants in such conditions, you will integrate them to your country and have a better                
understanding of their situation and can gather information regarding the problems they are             
facing. With the usage of such information, a budgetary fund can be given for solving these                
problems and providing these immigrants necessary services. In the long term, this society will              
be able to look for a brighter future and can take good actions which will benefit the government. 

 

What Are The Disadvantages? 

Disadvantages of granting immigrants citizenship shall not be ignored. First of all, granting             
citizenships to immigrants, means that the government is obliged to provide the same rights and               
resources to them as their citizens that aren’t immigrants; including but not limited to food,               
water, electricity, healthcare, education and security. All of these services require money.            
Governments may prefer using this money in other areas. Investing in immigrants and providing              
them a healthy environment with the opportunity of a bright future is a costly job. Governments                
will benefit from this investment in the long-run, but they should first invest a lot of money. Many                  
governments do not want to use their valuable time and money for a long term benefiting                



investment and look in the short terms. Secondly, another disadvantage of granting citizenships             
to immigrants is that it may cause an increase in the unemployment rates. As you grant                
immigrants citizenships, employers will naturally employ these immigrants since they would           
expect a lower wage than they give to citizen workers. This may lead to an unemployment crisis                 
but can be avoided by governments if planning of such integration is done well. 

Current Attitude of Europe 

With the Refugee Crisis caused by the Arab Spring and the Syrian Civil War and current                
economic recession, attitude towards immigrants has dramatically changed in the last decade            
with policies under the influence of far-right ideologies. Current immigrants and their integration             
to society is a burden for economies of European countries and because of the current situation,                
most of the countries are unwilling to grant immigrants asylum or citizenship, which is the first                
step for their integration into the society. Gaining seats in the parliament of every European               
country, far-right parties are getting more and more influential over time and thus granting              
citizenships to immigrants, and even keeping them, is getting harder every day. The absence of               
cooperation between European countries is also making the situation worse, causing hundreds            
of thousands of immigrants being sent from one country to another, therefore creating an              
unhealthy environment for immigrants and granting them no citizenships. While some of the             
countries are trying to compete with the ever accelerating popularity of far-right ideologies,             
some of them are making decisions and passing policies under such influences. 

 

Some Countries’ Policies Towards Immigrants  

The United States: Council of Foreign Relations (CFR) states that “The continued failure to              
devise and implement a sound and sustainable immigration policy threatens to weaken            
America's economy, to jeopardize its diplomacy, and to imperil its national security.” The report              
of CFR also states that, in the past, the United States’ open door policy for immigrants (it is the                   
policy that grants immigrants, especially students and scientific immigrants, citizenships) has           
helped the United States benefit tremendously and help it gain its current world status. The               
report of CFR also stresses the threat of the current United States’ immigration policy, which is,                
as CFR states, unworkable. 

The French Republic: Many French and worldwide agencies state that with the Macron             
administration, France has leaned to far-right ideas about immigrants, thus creating a harder             
environment for granting immigrants citizenships. With Macron’s far right lean on immigrants,            
most of France’s policies about immigrants are not friendly. France has passed a new reform in                
their immigrant policy that discourages and immigrants seeking asylum to come to France.             
Many French left states that Macron’s far-right favorable decisions are a betrayal to the              
country’s stated commitment to human rights. French far right party leader Le Pen has called for                
an end to medical help to asylum-seekers, which is a basic human right and its prevention is a                  
violation. 

The Federal Republic of Germany: Germany has always been a favorable destination for             
immigrants because of its pro-immigrant policies and its providing of an easier environment for              
immigrants than other European countries. However, current increase in far-right ideologies in            
Europe and the crisis caused Germany’s stance for immigrants to change a little. With the               
passage of a new immigration policy through the parliament, Germany has become more hostile              
to immigrants that can’t find a job for a certain time, whereas the German government has                
become more welcoming for skilled immigrants. Germany has also passed certain laws to             
prevent unemployment because of the introduction of immigrants to the labor market. 



The Italian Republic: Italian peninsula has always been a famous immigrant destination,            
because of its warm climates and easy-to-access location both via land and sea. Therefore,              
immigration has always been a problem for Italians and has always been in the center of                
political discussions. The question of integrating immigrants to society is a new dynamic in the               
Italian politics. With the Arab Spring and the Syrian Civil War, Italy has been hit by waves of                  
refugees and immigrants the most and its economy suffered a lot because of these hits. This                
resulted in a far-right increase in Italian politics, meaning more opposition grows to integration of               
immigrants and acceptance of asylum seekers. Although the centrist-left party is still the major              
partner of the coalition, influence and popularity of far-right ideologies are increasing every day              
both among society and in parliament. 

The United Kingdom: The United Kingdom was the first industrialized country, thus the first              
one to encourage immigrants to come to the United Kingdom for the labor market especially in                
the late 1880s and early 1900s. However, with the advancement of machines they were capable               
of filling the workforce. With the current refugee crisis and economic recession in Europe,              
far-right ideologies are becoming more and more popular among British society, causing a             
hostile attitude towards immigrants and their integration. With the passage of new immigration             
policies from the British parliament, the government has become unwilling to allow the passage              
of poor-skilled immigrants. 

 

Possible Solutions 

Any solution proposal should be in harmony with Human Rights since being not granted              
citizenship causing immigrants to live in ghettos which are in acceptable conditions and not              
being able to live in a place where there are no water and food supply, healthcare devices,                 
education opportunities and security forces is a violation of Human Rights. Solution proposals             
should not also forget the current dynamics of the situation and governments’ policies, thus              
should be sustainable. Solution proposals should not cause major unrest in public since this              
would destabilize the governments. A path of solution shall be found which is beneficial and               
acceptable for both the governments and immigrants. 

 

Resources 

1. https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/immigration-bill-2015-16 
2. https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/loads/attachment_d

ata/file/766465/The-UKs-future-skills-based-immigration-system-print-ready.pdf 
3. https://theconversation.com/us/topics/british-immigration-policy-31464 
4. https://cadmus.eui.eu/bitstream/handle/1814/32019/INTERACT-RR-2014_05.pdf 
5. https://www.britannica.com/place/Italy/Immigration-and-foreign-policy 
6. https://www.politico.eu/article/germany-passes-controversial-migration-law/ 
7. https://www.worldpoliticsreview.com/insights/28390/in-macron-s-france-immigration-polic

y-is-getting-more-restrictive 
8. https://www.cfr.org/report/us-immigration-policy 
9. https://www.migrationpolicy.org/country-resource/france 
10. https://www.migrationpolicy.org/country-resource/germany 
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